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IRAQ: HOW WE MAY LOSE THE WAR WE WON

The Iraq War of 2003

On May 1, 2003, President Bush landed in a Navy S-3B Viking jet on the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln. Amid wild cheers and ceremony he declared “Mission Accomplished!” to the enthusiastic crew. His goal was to congratulate the military for its unprecedented rapid defeat of the Iraqi military. He warned the nation that, “(t)he transition from dictatorship to democracy will take time, but it is worth every effort. Our coalition will stay until our work is done and then we will leave and we will leave behind a free Iraq. The battle of Iraq is one victory in a war on terror that began on September the 11th, 2001 and still goes on.”

President Bush’s huge gamble to wage war was part of a much grander strategy to eliminate terrorism in the world. He was not just seeking regime change. Bush was, and is, seeking what Liddell Hart describes as “a better peace.” The stakes are enormous and regardless of whether the effort is a success or a failure, the war’s impact will significantly affect the world for decades. If successful, it could set the stage for democracy, freedom, and enhanced human rights that may permeate Arab states and make the world a safer place. If a failure, it would significantly diminish American legitimacy and leadership in the world, bolster terrorists and terrorism, destroy hope, and ensure the continuation of oppressive regimes in the region. General Myers, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that the United States must win in Iraq because, “the outcome and consequences of defeat are greater than World War II.”

There seems to be little middle ground; Bush pushed the world off the status quo. At the date of this writing a tenacious insurgency is waging a deadly fight to kill Iraqi democracy as public support in the United States and abroad appears to wane. Also, natural catastrophes, a growing fiscal deficit, waning presidential popularity, and political divisiveness distract the nation from “staying the course” and ensuring a thriving democracy. Iraqi democracy appeared certain when President Bush landed on the USS Abraham Lincoln. It now appears in serious doubt. In Anthony H. Cordesman’s article for the Center for Strategic and International Studies, Iraq, Too Uncertain To Call, he states that, “No Iraqi can credibly predict the end result, much less an outsider.” The most significant question today is whether the U.S. will lose the war it won in Iraq by failing to achieve its pre-conflict strategic goals.

This article will describe pre-war goals and assess whether they were met and describe present U.S. goals and strategy relative to Iraq. After briefly assessing achievements and failures it will provide an analysis of trends and events that could cause the U.S. to fail or not obtain complete success. Specifically, this article will assess America’s will – its determination to succeed in Iraq – from the perspective of the American press, politicians, and people. The
evidence reviewed reveals trends in each area of a weakening in the American will. This weakening is good news for terrorists. The war we won may be lost by a collective loss of will.

**Background: The Overall War on Terror**

President Bush boldly approached fighting terror and eliminating Al-Qaida before the attacks of September 11, 2001. He told Secretary Condoleezza Rice that he was “tired of swatting at flies.” Bush’s senior national security officials approved his first National Security Presidential Directive on September 4 – seven days before Al-Qaida’s attack – and submitted it to the president. He approved the directive on October 25, 2001. This directive was not related to Iraq, Iran, missile defense, or Russia; it called for a major effort to use all elements of U.S. national power to eliminate Al-Qaida. Those powers (diplomatic, information, intelligence, military, law enforcement and economic) would be marshaled to attack Al-Qaida on multiple fronts to include ending their sanctuaries, seizing their assets, and disrupting their operations. The goal was to end Al-Qaida’s influence, perhaps its very existence, in the world. It is not insignificant that Usama bin Ladin declared war on the United States on February 23, 1998 – but most people ignored him.

Since September 11 Bush’s strategy is to: fight the enemy abroad, to not fight them in the U.S.; deny terrorists sanctuary and support by other states; prevent terrorists from obtaining weapons of mass destruction, and; spread democracy to deny terrorists ideological victories. The first major post-September 11 action was the U.S. Attack into Afghanistan that ended one of the world’s most oppressive regimes and the key sanctuary of Al-Qaida. Bush moved from military operations to nation building to replace oppressive rule with democratic elections. Major elections have been held (over ten million Afghans registered to vote in the October, 2004, elections), a judicial system was established and is functioning, there is increased government accountability, the economy is growing, roads and hospitals have been built, and hope has been established. Al-Qaida continues its attacks there, but the prospects are encouraging for Afghan democracy, economic independence, and freedom. Bush then turned his attention to Iraq.

**Pre-War Goals**

President Bush pre-war goal was regime change designed to end Iraq’s support for terrorism and end its production and possession of weapons of mass destruction. Bush addressed the General Assembly of the United Nations on September 12, 2002, and accused Iraq of: 1) Violating Security Council Resolution 1373 by supporting and sheltering terrorist; 2) grave violations of human rights; 3) producing and using weapons of mass destruction; 4) using
money from the “oil for food” program to purchase weapons, and: 5) violating terms of the weapons inspection program. His goal was to end these abuses and then to establish a stable, secure, and democratic Iraq.

After national and international disagreements and divisions, anguish negotiations with United Nations’ partners, and a faulty intelligence debacle, the United States led a “coalition of the willing” and defeated the standing Iraqi military. Military operations in Iraq were conducted in a manner to achieve quick victory and to welcome a U.S. victory.

After “Mission Accomplished!”

The Iraqi war was one of the most impressive military victories in the history of warfare. Most experts agree that the most optimistic view was that the war would last much longer and that there would be many more American casualties. The war amazed observers with an “impressive use of special forces to gather intelligence, both on the ground and through new spy technology, and the precise targeting of bombs that killed and demoralized Iraqi forces while limiting civilian deaths.” The Bush administration listed many encouraging signs within the first 100 days of the victory.

The success was perhaps too good. President Bush called it a “catastrophic success” meaning that the U.S. military forces overcame the enemy unexpectedly fast, “being so successful, so fast, that an enemy that should have surrendered or been done in, escaped and lived to fight another day.” And fight another day, they did. As of the date of this writing, an insurgency of Iraqi and outside supporters continues to spread death and terror on an almost daily basis. As Aljazeera and others prominently reminded and warned, “There were no great victory marches by the occupiers, nor were they thrown garlands of flowers and greeted in triumph. More US soldiers have died in Iraq since George Bush declared victory on 1 May 2003 prompting the question: Will Iraq turn into a new Vietnam eventually bringing the US to it senses … or perhaps to its knees?”

The staggering military campaign was followed by blundering tactical and strategic mistakes. Coalition forces failed to provide immediate security and stability. Looting was rampant. The delays in establishing security were partly caused by “catastrophic success”, but also delays with United Nations negotiations and, some would argue, Turkey prohibiting the 4th Infantry Division from entering northern Iraq. The most notable failure was not conducting proper “Phase 4” (the post conflict stage) planning. See Michael E. O’Hanlon’s Iraq Without a Plan for a scathing view of post-conflict planning failures. A senior military planner stated, “I can’t judge the quality of Phase 4 planning because I never really saw any.”
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When President Bush declared “Mission Accomplished!” what missions were accomplished; what was left to do, and; what new challenges arose? Clearly Iraq ceased violating UN Security Council 1373; its government harbored no more terrorists. Iraq would not likely use chemical weapons on its own people again. Its gamesmanship regarding possession of other weapons of mass destruction was over. Sadam Hussein’s power was over and the mass killings and terror from his rule ended. Money for weapons from the “oil for fuel” program ended. And, not insignificantly, financial support to terrorist – especially to Palestinian terrorists - ended. The victory, at the time, seemed complete. The war was the United States “continuation of policy with other means” after years of fruitless negotiations and failed sanctions. But, as history tends to show, the end of any war is the beginning of something else – often the next war. Clausewitz warned that, “… even the ultimate outcome of a war is not always to be regarded as final. The defeated state often considers the outcome merely as a transitory evil . . .”.27

Unfinished Business: Winning the War After Winning the Battles

Despite incredible success in Iraq, much needs to be done to achieve policy goals. Present strategic policy goals require an end state of a stable and secure Iraqi ally in the war on terror that will provide a beacon of democracy to surrounding nations. President Bush explained, “Our mission in Iraq is clear. We’re hunting down the terrorists. We’re helping Iraqis build a free nation that is an ally in the war on terror. We’re advancing freedom in the broader Middle East. We are removing a source of violence and instability, and laying the foundation of peace for our children and our grandchildren. ... And as we pursue the terrorists, our military is helping to train Iraqi security forces so that they can defend their people and fight the enemy on their own. Our strategy can be summed up this way: As the Iraqis stand up, we will stand down.”29

The Will to Win: Introduction

Achieving all policy goals requires a firm commitment to insure security and stability throughout Iraq. Several factors have combined to inhibit America from achieving compete victory. The most alarming impediment to success is a tenacious and deadly insurgency that has proven to be highly committed, skilled, and adaptable. Combined with this is an international community that strongly opposed the war, lack of British popular support, and faltering support and growing opposition of the American press, politicians, and public. Also, reporters and politicians have made false and inflammatory comments against American military actions that have significantly harmed American efforts. These factors encourage the
The insurgency and discourage American will. The insurgency resistance and the American will - are the key factors. As explained below, those influences that impact on these factors are crucial in determining the degree of success or failure in Iraq. Complete victory – establishing a stable and secure democracy in Iraq – is at risk.

**The Will to Win: Analytical Framework**

Achieving victory in Iraq and how the United States achieves victory is significant. The oft revered, oft criticized, but always consulted icon of strategy, Carl Von Clausewitz wrote in *On War* that, “The original means of strategy is victory – that is tactical success; its ends, in the final analysis, are those objects which will lead directly to peace.”\(^30\) War was required because other elements of national power failed, or were deemed ineffective. Clausewitz advises, “We see, therefore, that war is not merely an act of policy but a true political instrument, a continuation of political intercourse, carried on with other means. . . . The political object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation from their purpose.”\(^31\) B.H. Liddell Hart added that, “The object of war is a better state of peace – even if only from your own point of view.”\(^32\) The bugaboo to the American incursion into Iraq – indeed, the great danger with any American nation-building effort – is that establishing peace, stability, and democracy takes money, time - often a long time - and soldier sacrifice.

Political will, as described later, is the significant factor to achieving complete “mission accomplishment.” It is the most significant factor in determining whether the United States will achieve its strategic goals in Iraq. Clausewitz discussed the “paradoxical trinity” that concerns the interdependent relationship among the people, the military, and the government.\(^33\) He warns against ignoring any one of these critical areas and likens them to an object (in our case, the Iraq occupation) “suspended between three magnets.”\(^34\) Each area – people, military, and government – constantly affects the other. For example, military actions – positive and negative – impact the American people’s views of the war, its legitimacy, and whether progress is being made. Military actions also affect myriad Government’s responses and actions, and the peoples’ reactions. These all impact on the national will and are constantly interacting among themselves.

Clausewitz had a seemingly simplistic formula for weighing and comparing national will, national means, and military resistance. He found that a nation’s “resistance” is equal to the total “means” at their disposal times the strength of their “will.”\(^35\) His formula is, in essence, Resistance = Means x Will. As applied to United States goals in Iraq, it can be said that America’s “resistance” (commitment to Iraqi security and democracy) will continue as long as it
equals American “means” times American strength of “will.” This simplistic formula becomes complex when attempting to gauge “resistance” vis-a-vie American “will.” Means is much more easily determined and, from the United States perspective, simpler to apply in our formula. The following evaluates and provides a weighing of sorts of these elements, i.e. American means, resistance, and will.

The Will to Win: American Means

Suffice to state that the United States has abundant military and economic “means” to overcome any known adversary. The United States has the most resources of any other nation. It also has the largest Growth Domestic Product (GDP) in the world; it actually almost equals the combined GDPs of the five next largest economic nations. Other nations’ military expenditures are dwarfed by American standards – particularly as a percentage of GDP. The United States also uses a larger percentage of those resources than any other nation for military expenditures and the United States also organizes and employs military resources better than any other nation. Add to this the fact that the American military is the best trained, best led, best equipped force in the world – and perhaps in the history of the world. Therefore, the United States has overwhelming military and economic “means” to achieve success. Although Clausewitz viewed “means” primarily from a fighting force perspective (financial and military means), most would also include a nation’s diplomatic and informational powers as elements of national means. The United States’ State department has over 260 embassies, 30,000 employees and a budget that exceeds $10 billion. These additional resources for informational and diplomatic power significantly add to the military and financial powers. This reinforces the point that the United States has overwhelming means available to win the war in Iraq. The ultimate question for America, Iraq, and the world is whether America has the “will” to win.

The Will to Win: The President, Press, Politicians, and People

“Will”, specifically the American Will, is difficult to calculate but critical to assess. It includes those factors that impact on American “staying power” – resistance against the terrorists - in Iraq to complete the mission. It is composed of myriad factors, but four are critical. The first is the President. He has stated and demonstrated an unwavering commitment to fulfill a strategy of establishing a stable, secure, and democratic Iraq. He considers it a pillar in building a safer world and attacking the root causes of terrorism. He is committed to “staying the course” for the long term. The other components of American will are not so firm and require more assessment. Although other factors could be analyzed, this paper considers three
incredibly significant areas for analysis in determining trends in the American will relative to Iraq. Those are, the press, the politicians, and the people. The press plays an immense role in shaping public opinion by what they chose to report and how they report. Politicians – specifically Congress – are impacted by and impact their constituency, American and world perceptions, and it is they who must approve funds for continued military operations. The people are the central focus, for in the final analysis, they/we will determine the cost/benefit analysis. The president may “stay the course” for a term, but the people will ultimately decide through elections how committed the U.S. is to defeating the insurgency. The following is my assessment of the impact of: The Press, Politicians, and People.

The Press.

The French movie, *The battle of Algiers*, documents the 1950s’ struggle for Algerian independence from France. France was battling an Arab insurgency in Algiers and French Colonel Mathieu was the commander responsible for ending the terrorist attacks. Upon Colonel Mathieu’s arrival he is interviewed by the press corps:

Press: What’s going on?

Colonel Mathieu: I’m just assessing the situation. Go around and see for yourself. You’re free to move around.

Press: What would armed insurrection mean now?


Press: Dien Bien Phu? (Referring the France’s humiliating defeat in Vietnam.)

Colonel Mathieu: Exactly. But in Indochina, they won.

Press: And here?

Colonel Mathieu: **That depends on you.**

Press: On us? You intend to sign us up?

Colonel Mathieu: God forbid! **Just do your reporting and do it well. It’s not warriors that we need.**

Press: Then what?

Colonel Mathieu: **Political will, which is sometimes there and sometimes isn’t.** (Emphasis added.)

---
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As Colonel Mathieu and our experiences attest, the press coverage of the war is intricately related to public opinion. And, how the press does their job impacts public opinion; hence, the political will. In-depth research from the Media Research Center provides statistical evidence proving that ABC, CBS, and NBC overwhelmingly delivers an “inordinately gloomy portrait of the situation” in Iraq and that “positive accomplishments of U.S. soldiers and Iraq’s new democratic leaders” is lost in news “dominated by assassinations, car bombings, and casualty reports.”

The report found that: 1) Network coverage was overwhelmingly pessimistic; 2) News about the war has grown increasingly negative; 3) Terror attacks are the centerpiece of TV’s war coverage; 4) Coverage of the Iraqi political process has been negative; 5) Very few stories focus on heroism or generous actions of American soldiers, and; 6) The TV coverage ignored or provided little coverage of “good news”. The report stated, “. . . TV’s profoundly pessimistic coverage has shortchanged the accomplishments of both the U.S. military and Iraq’s new leaders and has certainly contributed to the public’s growing discontent with the war.”

U.S. Representative Jim Marshall (D-Georgia), a Vietnam combat veteran and member of the House Armed Services Committee, believed that the media coverage was “killing our troops.” He said, “. . . I’m afraid the news media are hurting our chances. They are dwelling upon the mistakes, the ambushes, the soldiers killed, the wounded, the Blumbergs. (A recently killed soldier.) Fair enough. But it is not balancing this bad news with “the rest of the story,” the progress made daily, the good news. The falsely bleak picture weakens our national resolve, discourages Iraq cooperation and emboldens our enemy.”

MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough, claimed during his broadcast of “Scarborough Country” that, “You are not being told the truth about Iraq. Many of the most powerful media outlets in America are intentionally distorting the truth. . . . For many months now, many American media outlets have been lying to you and to your family, or at least burying the good news that’s happening in Iraq every single day. . . . The New York Times buried the recent Gallup poll reporting that most Iraqis are very glad we’re over there. . . . some of the most powerful media players in America don’t want America to succeed in Iraq. Their opinions are shaped by an ideological bias and contempt for George W. Bush.”

My experiences as an attorney, especially my years as a trial counsel, showed me that personal bias significantly affects how a person perceives and relates what they perceived to others. Accuracy and even-handed reporting in Iraq coverage clearly suffers from the bias problem. Comprehensive research and statistical analysis by Tim Groseclose, Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business, and Jeff Milyo, University of Chicago’s Harris School of Public Policy, documents that “an overwhelming number of journalists are liberal.” Their conclusion stated, “Although we expected to find that most media lean left, we were astounded
by the degree.” It is not insignificant that only seven percent of all Washington correspondents voted for George Bush. A CBS insider, one who worked there for thirty years, confirms the bias. Benard Goldberg’s book, *Bias: A CBS Insider Exposes How the Media Distorts the News*, documents that there is a “pervasive liberal bias in the mainstream media.” It now appears that the media bias against President Bush impacts coverage of the Iraq war.

This paper will not analyze the various print or electronic media outlets for the degree of negative coverage. Some media provide a better balance and more fairness than others. The key point for this paper is that a substantial portion of the entire media is presenting a progressively more intense negative coverage of American efforts in Iraq. Media influence can be enormous. An unfortunate example was when President McKinley was forced by a William Randolph Hearst publicity campaign to declare war on Spain. The trend to note is that the much of the media is escalating its criticism of American efforts in Iraq and this negative coverage diminishes the American will.

Politics.

Partisan politics is a key factor in determining whether the national will continues long enough to achieve strategic goals in Iraq. A unified American commitment of the American populace and political leaders to establish security and stability in Iraq would insure success. However, American unanimity is not present. It appears that senior politicians use the war as a tool to attack the president regardless of the impact on the war effort. Rather than supporting goals to achieve a stable, free, democratic ally in Iraq, some political opponents prefer to focus on every negative aspect of the war, downplay incredible successes, and provide misleading – sometimes false – reporting of events.

As compared with the President’s Iraq policy of “Staying the course,” Congress appears to lack the resolve and commitment they previously evidenced in various resolutions and laws that they passed. For example, in 1998 Congress concluded that Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction program threatened U.S. interests and urged the President “to take appropriate action, in accordance with the Constitution and relevant laws . . . to bring Iraq into compliance with its international obligations.” This was during President Clinton’s term. In 1998 Congress passed the Iraq Liberation Act that stated the policy of the United States to “support efforts” to remove Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq and replace him with a democratic government. In 2002 Congress, in effect authorized war, by allowing the President to use force to “defend the . . . United States against the threat posed by Iraq and to enforce all relevant U.N. resolutions.” This war authorization was overwhelmingly passed, 77 to 22 in the
Senate and 296 to 133 in the House. Both the House and Senate passed resolutions in 2003 “commending and supporting the efforts and leadership of the President” for his efforts in Iraq. When the war authorization was passed, President Bush declared that “America speaks with one voice.” As of the date of this writing, Congressional members – even those who supported the above laws and resolutions – are speaking with a very different voice.

Significant criticism of the President and the war effort by prominent Congressional members is now common. The rhetoric is more than collegial disagreement. The goal seems to be to embarrass the president, regardless of the significant international and internal impact. For example, Senator Dick Durbin spoke on the Senate floor claiming that Americans were “torturing” people at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo and “other places.” Harking back to America’s internment of Japanese American citizens he said the President of the United States “decided to ignore” the Geneva Conventions and established an “interrogation policy that allows cruel and inhuman interrogation techniques.” He compared American detainee operations as what “must have been done by Nazis, Soviets in their gulags, or some mad regime – Pol Pot or others – that had no concern for human beings.” Senator Durbin later apologized to “those who may believe that my remarks crossed the line.” Later investigations determined that his comments were clearly inaccurate. The comments were likely made as a partisan political attack on the president. However, they took on special significance since they were made by a U.S. senator on the senate floor as a speech. Major news organization – to include those in the Arab world – prominently carried the irresponsible remarks and they significantly aided the insurgents’ propaganda efforts.

Other remarks by prominent Congressional leaders have similarly aided the insurgency. For example, Representative Pete Stark said that President Bush would have “blood on his hands” and be responsible for “an act of terror” by launching a massive bombing campaign against Saddam Hussein. Senator Kennedy announced in 2003 that the war in Iraq was a fraud “made up in Texas” and that President Bush said “... that the war was going to ... be good politically.” In 2005 Kennedy said that, “... we are in serious trouble in Iraq, and this war has been consistently and grossly mismanaged, and we are now in a seemingly intractable quagmire. Our troops are dying, and there is no end in sight.” Senator Feinstein said there is concern that “everything seems to be going the wrong way” and Senator Boxer added that “The situation is spiraling out of control.” These are just a sampling of the Congressional comments. It is likely that they will continue with more vigor providing additional support for the insurgents and diminishing American will.
The paper is not suggesting or recommending censorship. It does recommend that senior political leaders exercise more responsibility in their comments to avoid providing such support to terrorists. However, this paper is not to criticize those making such statements. Rather, the point is to demonstrate a growing trend in the loss of American will from the political perspective.

The People.

The American public, just like the Congress, enthusiastically supported sending troops to Iraq in July, 2003. A CNN/USA Today/Gallup poll showed that seventy-two percent felt that going to war was no mistake. A year later that number dropped to fifty-one percent. In October, 2005, forty-five percent felt that going to war was not a mistake, whereas fifty-four percent believed it was a mistake. Other polls provide similar results, i.e., whereas in 2003 the majority of the public believed it was the “right thing” to go to war, the majority opinion of the public in 2005 now believes that it was not the “right decision” or the U.S. “should have stayed out.” A June, 2005, USA Today Poll found that nearly six in ten Americans believe that the U.S. “should withdraw some or all of its troops from” Iraq and that “patience for the war has dropped sharply as optimism about the Iraqi elections in January has ebbed and violence against U.S. troops hasn't abated. For the first time, a majority would be “upset” if President Bush sent more troops. A new low, thirty-six percent, say troop levels should be maintained or increased.

Most polls show overwhelming disapproval of the way President Bush is now handling the war. Sixty-nine percent approved of his handling of the war in 2003, but in September, 2005, sixty-two percent disapprove. Most significantly, a CBS News poll in October, 2005, showed that fifty-nine percent of respondents said the U.S. “should withdraw some or all of its troops from” Iraq and that patience for the war has dropped sharply as optimism about the Iraqi elections in January has ebbed and violence against U.S. troops hasn't abated. For the first time, a majority would be “upset” if President Bush sent more troops. A new low, thirty-six percent, say troop levels should be maintained or increased.

Most polls show overwhelming disapproval of the way President Bush is now handling the war. Sixty-nine percent approved of his handling of the war in 2003, but in September, 2005, sixty-two percent disapprove. Most significantly, a CBS News poll in October, 2005, showed that fifty-nine percent of respondents said the U.S. “should withdraw some or all of its troops from” Iraq and that patience for the war has dropped sharply as optimism about the Iraqi elections in January has ebbed and violence against U.S. troops hasn't abated. For the first time, a majority would be “upset” if President Bush sent more troops. A new low, thirty-six percent, say troop levels should be maintained or increased.

In The Art of War, Sun Tzu advised that “Victory is the main object of war. If this is long delayed, weapons are blunted and morale depressed. . . . For there has never been a protracted war from which a country has benefited.” Sun Tzu adds, “Hence what is essential in war is victory, not prolonged operations.” Regarding American will and insurgency resistance, Sun Tzu would advise, “Know the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril.”
To know Americans is to know that Americans are losing patience in a war with an insurgency that fully understands the demands of time. A pre-referendum Fox News poll found that thirty-five percent of Americans believed the constitutional referendum would make “no real difference”, twenty-nine percent said it was a minor step, and only thirty-one percent claimed it was a “major step.”72 The monumental nature of this event has not resonated with the public. The trend is clear; the press, the politicians, and the people are losing patience.

The Will to Win: Resistance

American resistance is the product of American means times the American will. The means are great, but the will is not. And the will is shrinking as each day goes by. In contrast, and from any perspective, the insurgency is extremely high on the “resistance” scale. As early as 2003 General John Abizaid, U.S. Central Command, responsible for Iraqi military operations, said that the insurgency is “getting more organized, and it is learning. It is adapting, it is adapting to our tactics, techniques and procedures, and we’ve got to adapt to their tactics, techniques and procedures.”73 Since then, insurgent activity has continued to doggedly attack U.S. interest, allies, and any who work with or support American efforts. Estimates vary wildly on the number of Iraqi insurgents, but there appears an endless source of willing suicide bombers whose goal is to kill as many Americans as possible, whether military or civilians, and any Iraqi who works with Americans. Some reports indicate that the insurgency is growing. Iraqi intelligence service director General Mohamed Abdullah Shahwani said that, “Iraq’s insurgency consisted of at least 40,000 hardcore fighters, out of a total of more than 200,000 part-time fighters and volunteers who provide intelligence, logistics and shelter.”74 The terrorist resistance – their desire for success – is extremely high.

The Will to Win: A Race Against the Will

It is now a race to achieve United States policy goals before the American political will evaporates.75 All planning must give priority to this critical “time” element. The following factors lead to this conclusion. First, the President’s firm commitment to “stay the course” insures the Commander in Chief’s commitment through the end of his presidential term. Countering this is a strongly-growing public opposition to continued stability operations and increased negative press reporting. Congress is similarly becoming more critical and impatient. The same Congressional members who supported going to war – some with the same intelligence information the President had – now publicly blame the president for the decision. The next president will not likely win election on a “Stay the course” platform. The next presidential election winner’s platform will include some form of a troop withdrawal position. Another critical
factor is the terrorists' belief – or knowledge - that America does not have staying power, i.e., the wherewithal to continue fighting and accumulating casualties to achieve a stable and secure Iraq.\textsuperscript{76} The dangerous dilemma for Iraqi defenders is this; America’s will is diminishing over time and the insurgency’s greatest weapon is – time.

The December, 2005, Iraqi elections will be another benchmark for success. However, two prior Iraqi historic elections were met by Americans with a seemingly collective yawn. It is not likely that the next elections will insert enthusiasm for America’s continued support and commitment to Iraqi democracy and stability. America may very well lose the war we won through a collective loss of will – the evidence shows signs of that occurring and that is precisely the terrorist strategy for their success.

President's Bush’s position is not unlike President Lincoln during the summer of 1864. Both were committed to their war cause and “staying the course” despite a determined foe. Both knew the significance of success – and failure. Both lacked popular support from the people and the politicians. As Lincoln’s popularity plummeted he, and others, expected General McClellan would win the upcoming presidential election. But for General Sherman’s capture of Atlanta, Lincoln would have lost. Like the capture of Atlanta, Bush achieved impressive successes with remarkable turnouts at both the election of constitutional representatives and the referendum on Iraq’s constitution. However, Americans today, are not impressed. On 14 November 2003 General John Abizaid, the head of US Central Command, said “the most dangerous enemy to us at the present time are the former regime loyalists” operating in central Iraq. According to Abizaid, “The goal of the enemy ... is not to defeat us militarily, because they don't have the wherewithal to defeat us militarily. The goal of the enemy is to break the will of the United States of America. It's clear, it's simple, it's straightforward. Break our will, make us leave before Iraq is ready to come out and be a member of the responsible community of nations.”\textsuperscript{77}

Conclusion
The collective American will for complete victory in Iraq is diminishing over time. If success is not achieved by the end of Bush’s presidential term, the public will may evaporate. President Bush must not stray from the course because his successor will not have the political mandate to “stay the course.”\textsuperscript{78} Some American and international leaders are now calling for a troop withdrawal or for a timetable to withdraw U.S. troops; this would be a mistake.\textsuperscript{79} The stakes are high and the outcome will impact our national interest for the rest of all our lifetimes. Politicians, and the press, should understand the international consequences of their domestic
comments. The press should, as French Colonel Mathieu advised, “do your job and do it well.” But it is the responsibility of our nation’s leader, not the press, to rally the nation and make the case for complete mission success.

The President must take the initiative in leading the information campaign. Failure to communicate directly to the American public on the successes, and significance of the successes, will only assist in diminishing support for complete mission accomplishment. Senator Warner asks the President to give “fireside chats” on our military’s progress and Senator Dianne Feinstein said that President Bush “has got to give regular progress reports” to Congress and the people on topics such as Iraqi troop and police training. Other Senators have similarly joined to call for updates and that is a great idea. A comprehensive personal presidential report every other month that highlights successes, failures, pending action, and the significance of success will encourage the public. It appears that the President has recently embarked on such a campaign.

The President must convey to America that insurgencies demand time to defeat. General Pace, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff said, “Our enemies are violent extremist . . . Finding this distributed, loosely networked enemy is the greatest challenge we face. We must find and defeat them in an environment where information, perception, and how and what we communicate are every bit as critical as the application of traditional kinetic effects. This is a war of long duration . . . ”. (Emphasis added.) Mao Tse-tung, the best practitioner of insurgent warfare, said that, “(t)here is in guerrilla warfare no such thing as a decisive victory” and advised that one must be prepared for protracted conflict. Colin Gray summarizes, “terrorism can work by wearing down the will to rule of the authorities.”

America must weigh the cost, and choose wisely on what course our nation should take. For in the final analysis, it is the public will that controls and that will should be based upon a firm understanding of the significant stakes involved. At some future date it is this author’s hope that President Bush will join hands with the Iraqi President and announce “Mission Accomplished!” to cheering Iraqis who have taken control of their country and weeded out the insidious insurgency. But before that time, our nation must decide whether we have the will to win the war.
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Map & Graph: Military: Expenditures - Dollar figure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$276,700,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>$55,910,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Military Expenditures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>$46,500,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>$39,520,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>$38,800,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>$31,700,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>$20,200,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>$18,300,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>$13,408,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Korea, South</td>
<td>$13,094,300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>$11,520,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>$11,390,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>$9,700,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>$8,970,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>$8,600,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definition:** Current military expenditures in US dollars; the figure is calculated by multiplying the estimated defense spending in percentage terms by the gross domestic product calculated on an exchange rate basis not purchasing power parity terms. Dollar figures for military expenditures should be treated with caution because of different price patterns and accounting methods among nations, as well as wide variations in the strength of their currencies.
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Clausewitz states that all wars are acts of policy and that, “Only by looking at it (war as an instrument of policy) will show us how wars must vary with the nature of their motives and of the situations which give rise to them. The first, the supreme, the most far reaching act of judgment that the statesman and commander have to make is to establish by that test the kind of war on which they are embarking; neither mistaking if for, nor trying to turn it into, something that is alien to its nature. This is the first of all strategic questions and the most comprehensive.” Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, Michael Howard and Peter Paret, Indexed Edition, (Princeton, NJ; Princeton University Press, 1984), pp. 88-89. This was and is not lost on American and allied planners. Efforts to minimize civilian casualties, provide stability, and social services are but a few examples of the efforts to “win the peace” and the hearts and minds of the Iraqis, the international community, and – very significantly – the American public. This argues that the war may most effectively be fought in the media rather than with the military.

This is a lesson that Osama bin Laden learned in Somalia.

Any action by the president that evidences weakness or a lack of commitment to “stay the course” until Iraq is a stable democracy will exceedingly reinvigorate the insurgency. American military performance has been brilliant, and at times, blundering. The military must continue develop expertise in counterinsurgency operations; to quickly learn, adapt, and apply lessons learned.

Setting a timetable for withdrawal. This was suggested by Britain, Russia, and myriad international leaders. (See: Radio Free Europe; Radio Liberty’s Claire Bigg, “Russia: Putin Calls For Withdrawal Timetable For Iraq” 19 August 2005; available from <http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2005/08/df67d388-590f-4244-9a56-a35c4010f3d.html>; Internet; accessed 5 November 2005. Also see, China Dailey (Telegraph.com.uk), “Britain urges Bush to set out Iraq withdrawal timetable”; 20 January 2005; available from http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-01/20/content_410793.htm; Internet; accessed on 28 October 2005.) Congressmen have similar suggestions. (Peter Baker, The Washington Post, “Feingold Urges Troop Withdrawal by End of ’06”; 18 August 2005; available from http://www.truthout.org/docs_2005/081805Y.html; Internet; accessed on 15 October 2005. Senator Russell Feingold called on the White House to withdraw all US forces from Iraq by the end of next year and criticized fellow Democrats for being too “timid” in challenging the Bush administration’s war policy. In June San Francisco Rep. Nancy Pelosi, leader of the House’s minority Democrats, raised the stakes on the debate by introducing a resolution to set a date for the withdrawal of American forces from Iraq. See also: Edward Epstein, San Francisco Chronicle, “Pelosi measure presses for timetable on Iraq withdrawal Proposed rider to military spending bill seeks Bush’s ‘strategy for success” 15 June 2005; Available from http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2005/06/15/MNGCJD8J6P1.DTL; Internet; accessed on 7 November 2005.) Announcing withdrawal dates communicates a lack of will and commitment to ensure that democracy is established. President Clinton set a timetable for mission accomplishment during the Implementation Force in the former Yugoslavia only to reverse himself later. The military should, as Clinton eventually did, set an end state for success and not an end date. Setting an end date encourages the enemy to hold out in the hope that things will get better. It conveys to the Iraqis and our allies that our commitment is not firm. The key factor in Iraq is to convince the faction of “fence sitters” to: join the democratic reform; participate in the economic recovery; assist the new government, and; inform coalition forces of terrorist activities. This huge faction of “fence sitters” will throw their support to whomever provides best for their safety and future. Setting a withdrawal date undermines democratic efforts in the nation.


The press will not convey the routine “good news” stories. Presidential updates on progress, or failures and what corrective action is being taken, will assist Americans in
understanding the situation. I would also suggest that the military recruiting campaigns include messages to prospects, parents, and the general public highlighting America bringing freedom and democracy to millions in Afghanistan and Iraq. The message would be a call to service, in addition to the solely self-centered messages presently used to gain recruits.
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